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EXtCUTIVE SUMMARY

This study identified forecastingmetnods as missing from

tne uianayemet.t sKills of academic librarians. Smoothing

forecasting methods were proposed as potential remedies.

Forecasting researchErs have characterized these tecnniques as

easy to uS ana ds fairly accurate for the time and effort

invested in tneir calculation. They seem to De good candidate

forecasting tecnnigues for academic librarians to try. A

forecasting competition was used to determine the most efficient

smoothing forecasting, methods for academic libraries. Tne

sampie uata were five years of monthly circulation totals from

fifty academic iiblaries. 'Plots of each library's data snowed

that tree vast majority of libraries have heavily seasonal data.

The resultssnowed tnat smootning forecasting metnods work

very poorly on monthly library data and we recommend that

libratians not use tnem on monthly library data. The reason for

the poor performance of smoothing methods is the seasonality

present in monthly library circulation totals. If a librarian

does wish,, however, to employ smoothing forecasting methods then

we urge him to use Winters' Linear and Seasonal Exponential

Smootniny which 'nas a specific seasonal,component.

such greater success was achieved by using smoothing

forecasting MUthOUS with yearly-lagged data.' An example of



lagging data one year is using the circulation totals or past

Januarys to predict the total of a future January. It appears

that for many libraries taxing a yearly-lagged approach

completely de-seasonalizes monthly circulation data. For some

libraries only a trend component is lett in the data.

we recommended that for those libraries with little or no

trend in their yearly-lagged data, the One-Month Single Moving

hverage De used tot iorecasting tuture monthly circulation

totals. This method rias the most efficient smoothing method in

minimizing nutn the wean percentage error and standard deviation

of forecasting et1:016. For trending. yearly- layyea data, we

recommended mat acauemic librarians use Brown's One- Parameter

Linear Exponential method (with alpha set at 0.5) for

torecasting tuture monthly circulation totals. This method can

adjust its forecasts when a trend is present. It ranked second

in minimizing botn the men percentage torecasting error and

standard deviation of torecasting errors.
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INTRODUCTIoh

There hei6 been d renaissance of interest in quantitative

iorecastiny IL science, management, and economics with only

limiteu transfer of these new forecasting techniques to the

mdhd yement or academic libraries. Forecasting is sucn a

well-developeu tool of business that advice has been offered to

managers about wnicn forecasting technique to choose'Lehambers,

Mullicx, b in,ith, 15711. unfortunately, academic librarians

don't enjoy equivalent sage advice about wnicn forecasting

method to use:. This study proposed to fill this yap in the

Khowledye base or academic librarians' by applying forecasting'

techniques or the smoothiny variety [Makridakis 6 Wheelwright,

1978, cndpter 3.1 to a larye sample of acaUemic libraries'

monthly circulatiobS in a forecasting accuracy competition. The

(ideal of this research study was to find the smoothing

lorecdSting methods tridt are tne most efficient forecasters of

academic library circulation data..

Library literatUre reveals little awareness of rorecasting.

lnsteau, there cite many statements made about the absence of

yllalitltdt11,TE 1.001:1 11, library decision making., Many authors

lament the current SiCite.Ot library statistics. They have been

chardcterii.ed as primitive ny Moyers and Wiener L1971, p.275),

and as busywork by nerner 0967,..p.47). burns L15741 has
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Characterized the CulitCtion 01 library statistics ds a routine

operation with Uncial purpose that produces data that are

Ut111Zd at a very unsophisticated level. however, burns

anticipated a better future: "There will be a wore

sopnisticateu use of statistics to measure, torecast, simulate,.

anu mOael U.J. phases ()I library operations especially those of

circulation" p.

Eim:KGhuUND uN FUaiXASTING

hamburg ['OM, p..36) stated that "in library planning" and

aecisionwaxing predictions are invariably required". his bold

statement hus not wutiVated muCh theoreticai work or practical

application ox turecasting methodologies to library statistics.

even as the economic environment of libraries has worsened,

library wabayurs have not turnea to techniques such as

forecasting that would serve to tine tune a library's

act: -ties. "in particular, as resources uwindie libraries want

to predict the behaviors ot their users and ptential users so

that they way both plan anu promote their activities" [bervin,

1977J.

The use of forecasting in library administration practice

is in snare, contrast to tae acceptance of forecasting in other

uisciplines. forecasting, or trend analysis, is considered as



an integral part of scientific management and rational decision

making. klakridaxis and wheelwright describe forecasting as a

tool that permits management to suield an organization trom tne

vagaries of chance events and become more methodical in dealing

with its environment-[1978, p.L)j. Like bureaucracies

everywhere, academic libraries need tools that will k:nnance

planniag and rational decision making. One tool to nelp

accomplish tnese managerial tasks is forecasting.

ForecaSting saoula be of interest to-librarians and

information scientists ror at least two reasons. The first

reason stems from tne argument about tne desirability or

managerial_ rationality. Like all managers, the library manager

must ailocate 4is scarce resources prudently, and make "his.

decisions based on his predictions of the effects of, allocating

varying amounts ui resources to the different functions in the

library" [house, 1974j. Prediction methods can potentially

become one of the daily tools of tne library maayer.-

The second reason is more theoretical. Library-output

Statistics Snell as circulation data are intrinsically

interesting variables that merit their on inVestigation.

Previous work 031:00KS, 49d1 j has demonstrated that

library-output statistics nave surprising characteristics'that

are unanticipated by the rolxiore about them. Forecasting

studies are only One methodology tor studying library-output

10
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Stdt1Stles. by demonstrating an ability to torecast

library-output statistics, we prove thatwe understand some of

the dynamics tnat are driving them.

Library literature is not distinguished by sopnisticated

applications or torecastiny techniques. Many authors [Carpenter

u Nasu, 19/d; noadley 6 Clark, 1972; Simpson, 1975j writing

anout quantitative or statistical methods in librarianship

ignore torecasting completely. The topic is not treated in

Lancaster's The Measurement and bvaluation of Library Services

and in another volume, Investivative Methods in Library and

Intormatico! Science: Ern Introduction, Martyn and Lancaster

COVel only the Delphi technique which is method for divining a

C0116kAISUS or opinion.. Conspicuously absent are any inteeential

statistical LOLvCdStlfly techniques. hutherford Rogers and David

Weber described the managerial use of library statistics as

primitive and then proceeded to prove it by discussing

iorecaz3tIny only in terms of the descriptive metnod of plotting

trends on charts [1911, p.i79]. They neglected to discuss any

interehtial tecnnigue, tnat could establish the statistical

signiricance of a graphic trend line. Stueart aad Eastlick

[1981], who treated forecasting in three paragraphs, also

recommended only graphical methods.

C.
There are, hewever, two other library iorecasting studies

of special note. 01121dM Drake [1976] considered linear
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regression as d predictive tecnnique.- She concluded that

straight trend lines are not the most efficient predictors in

all library situations. The reason is that ^library data,

especially circulay,ion data, show monthly or seasonal

fluctuations. Cyclicity may be one of tne reasons that

forecasting tecnniyues nave nad a retarded application to

library statistics. Crclicity of monthly library totals

certainly played a large part in tnis study. The reader is

invited to peruse the many monthly circulation plots given in

Appendix Most of tnese data are strongly cyclical in that

patterns that ap ear in one year are often repeated in other

years.

The most 'sophisticated forecasting' study in library

literature to date is by Kang [1979j. He forecasted the

LecilleStS for interlibrary loan services received by the Illinois'

Research dila itefeiknce Centers from 1971 through 197b using

several methods, including Met hods that can model cyclical data,

and round regression to be the best predictive tecnnigue. He

. .

used a weighted regression. formula that gave less prediCtive

VdlUe to Older observations, and greater weight to the most

recent ones. dis study is flawed ny the fact that only one set

or data was used; nence, the generalizability of Acing study is

severely limited.

12
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RELATED FORECASTING STUDIES

There are d number of related studies that have. attempted

to predict circulation with causal techniques. Hodowanec [ 1980].

used multiple regression analysis with twenty independent

variables to predict circulation patterns of graduate students,.

undergraduate stuuents, and faculty. McGrath [197D-1977j

isolated twelve independent variables in a multiple regression

analysis to predict circulation of monographs by academic

subjects. Zweizig [ 1973) used the related approacn of multiple

discriminant analysis to isolate factors that determine public

library use.

Another approach to predicting future library use is

modeling standard statistical distributions on a sample of

library circulations. For example, Lazorick L1970) found the

demand for books in a collection to follow a negative binomial

distribution. Nozik[1974.1 used a Markov process to model book

demand, anu Burrell 11980j offered a model to show likely

patterns ot future use of individual book titles. Morse and

Chen (1975) showed now bias can be controlled in predicting the

total yearly circulation ot each class of books in a'library,

and Slote [1970] studied the past use of individual books as a

predictor of their future use. Other investigators have used

random samples to predict the total number of patrons entering a

13



library [Jones, 19731.

It is clear from this examination of related library

literature taat no study nas ever used smootniny forecasting

MetnOUS Orl:aCaClWIC library circulations.

DATA COLLECTION

Beginning in December 1982 and continuing in January 1983,

fifty academic libraries from the American Library Directory

were chosen randomly from tne midwest states of Illinois, Iowa,

Nicaigan, Minnesota, Mi.:36011E1, and Ohio.. A copy of the' letter

sent to eacn library is given in Appendix 1.

The data requested were total monthly circulation counts

for U live -year period, i.e., uU consecutive monthly circulation

totals. The aim was to collect-a set of time-series data from

eacn library. UsaDle data were received from two libraries in

Iowa, six iibrries in Illinois, eight libraries in Michigan,

one library in minnesota, nine libraries in Missouri, and

twenty-tour libraries in Ohio.

These data were loadeu in a computer and a plot was drawn

for each library. The monthly circulation plots appear in

Appendix-J. The reauer is invited to consult the plotted data.

it is our observation from taese plots tnat in most instances

academic libraries have strongly seasonal patterns in their_



monthly circulation totals. That is, it is evident in most of

the plots that certain characteristic patterns repeat tneaselves

from year to year.

SMUUThING FORECASTING METHODOLOGY

Tne study applies the smoothing torecasting methods of

Makridaxis and Wheelwright 1197b) to a sample of academic

library circulation statistics. These authors present formulas

for a number of smootniny me thodologies.

A smoothing forecasting method uses the information

supplied by previous data to create a forecast for the future.

It is assumed in these- methods that a sigJial exists in the past

uata that may De obscured by a certain small percentage of

random errors. A smoothing forecasting method weights certain

past observations and averages past random errors in order to

reveal tne underlying signal in the data. There are many

metnods anu many ways to utilize the information of past

observations: It is often the case that eacn method permits

any variations in either the selection of weights or in the

time lags used for smoothing. We have capitalized on this

flexibility by systematically varying weights and time lags.

Because of tne uignly seasonal nature of monthly library

statistics, we employed the following strategy: all the methods

15
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were run on tne monthly data, and then tne metnods were run ou

aata layyea one year. These yearly- lagged data were developed

from tne 6U data points available to us from each library and

consistea.of aatd points in positions 1, 13, 25, 37, and 49.

These data points were treated as a separate, and smaller, time

series iron each library. Not every library donated data that

began with January, thus the Jagged time series don't represent

series that jump from January to January to January, etc. Using

data lagged lh this rasnion de-sedsonalizes a monthly

time-series because It transformS the data from a series of

months that run from January to December throughout one year to

a series of tne identical months across several years. 'Thus it

doesn't mdtter, lot example, that July may be a quieter month

than August. With yearly-lagged data, Julys are compared to

each other, as are Auyusts compared to each other, etc.

Following is a listing of the methods used in tnis study

and the techniques urea- to initialize each method.

Stylistic note: In the following formulas braces have

been USeu to denote subscripts. Titus F{t} snould be read as F

subscript t.



A. Sinn le Moving Averags.s

Eight Tvariations ot single moving averages were used. An

exposition of the singie moving average technique is given by

Wneelwriyht and Maxriaakus [ 19M, p.45 ].

1. One-Month Moving Average

.F it+ lj =A itj

F[2j =Xt 1)

Note: Last montn's total is used as next montn's t °recast.

z. two- Manta Movihy Average

+ 1j = [X jtj +X tt-1j J/2

F tii x Ili i2J J/z
Note: The .average or the two preceding monthS is useu to

f precast .

3. 'Inree-Montn Moving Average

F it + 1) =1x Ltj +x tt.-1.1 +X it-2J J/3

i4J =I x 1.1.1 t2J 1-x 13J J/3

Note: The average ot tne tnree preceding months is used to
forecast.
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4. tour -month Moving Average

It+ ij x cc} +x it-ii +x tt-2.) tt-3j 4

initialization:

tbj z--Lx j4j +X 1...).1 +X 1M +X t lj j/4

Note: The average or tne tour preceding months is used to

t ore ca st .

S. One/14-1onth Moving Average

F tt +1 ij =X ttj

tion:

F ilj

Note: Permitting a month 's total this year to be the
forecast for the same month next year removes the effect of

seasonality in the Uatd.

b. Two/12-Month Moving Average

F tt+ 14=1 X ttj +X it-12j l/t

Initialization:

F ti 5J 'L 113J +X 1/2

Note: The first and thirteenth observations are averaged

to proviue a iorecast tor the twenty -fifth observation.

I. Three/12-Nonth Moving Average

18
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F It +1.4.J X jtj +X tt-12J +X tt-24J J/3

Initialization:

F tbi +x 13J fx.1 ij 1/3

Note: Upservat.Lons mrom three precee-iny years are

averaged to provide a forecast for the fourth year.

8. Four/14-montn Moving Average

F tt +1.4j =[X ttj +X tt-14.J +X It-24.1+X It-ib j 1/4

Ihltldilhdt1011:

1' t4)q)(1.37j+Xt5j+X(141+Xt1.11/4

Note: Unservations trom tour preceeding years are averaged

to provide a forecast for the filth yeah?

b. Linear movilig Averages

Four variations or the linear moving average method were

used. Ah exposition or the linear moving average technique is

given ny Wneelwright and Makridakis [197b, p.551.

1. TWO-Monte Linear Moving Average-Lay One Month

tt.+11 =a tr.} +D CC) al

where m = 1 and:

D jtj =z (S' tti -S" ttj

a it} I {t} -S" ttj

S"iti S I it} +SI It-1} y2

19
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ttl =[.x iti +x it.-1.1 j/2

s xt..z1 +x j/2

S =Ix t.sj ÷x izi 1/2

s" tii =I (31+s' i2J 1/2

d t..ij = S 131 -S" t3.)

b =z- (St -S" )

F 0) =a jij +.0(.3j

Note: In this method two observations are averaged or

smoothed. This average itself is then averaged with a

previously CalCUlateU average to create a double-smoothed

effect.

4. tee-Month Linear moving Average-Lay One month

f it +1j =a Itj +h It}

wn4re:

b (ti (S' 1ti -6" tt..1)

a it tti s" tti
s"it.J=[ tr.} +5' tt-1} +S' tt-ij j/3

S 'It} =[ X ttj +X tt-1.1 +X tt-2.1 j/3

S =[ X 0.1 +A +x tli Yi
s t4J =[ X 1.4j +X. (.3.1 +X {21 J/3

S [51 =[ x tj +x t4) +x 1.3]

20
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s" s j5 +6' {4) +6' {3) )/3

d {5) =46 {5) -5" {5}

I) (5.1=S/ -S" (5)

ibi r".d15) +b tbi

Note: This method employS double smoothing. Three sets or
three consecutive Months are averaged, and the resulting three
averages are averaged to create a double-smoothed eriect.

;. Four-hunth Linear ?loving A verage-Lay One Month

F {t.+1} =a tt) +D ttj

t, j =2/3 (5' {t) -S" {tj )

a {t} =ZS ft) -6" {t)

Snit} =[ {t} +61 It-1) +61 {t-2} {t-3) j/4

S it) =1 X It) +X {t-1 j=LX {t-z) +X {t-3} J/4

InitraiiLdtion:

5' i4) x {4) +X {ij +X 12) +X {1) j/4

=[ x ibi +X 04) +X 13) 4x./2) 1/14

6 tbj =L a {o} +X {b} +X {4.1 +X {3) j>4

' t7.1 -*X tb +x {S} +X {4) J/4

S" {7} =( S' {7.1 +Ss {b} +6 1{5) +61 {4) j/4

a {7) =26 {7} -6 " {7)

(7) =z/i (S' {7) -Sle )

I' {8) = +b {71/

Note: This method smooths the tour preceeciing monthly

21
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observations to create tour averayes. These tour averages are

averaged themselves.

4. Two-Month Linear Moving Averaye-Lay Twelve Months

k (t +14j =a ttk+b jtj

b it) =2 (S ttl -S" ttj )

a Atj =2S, ttl -S" (tj

S "tt j S jtj +S' it-12J 1/2

tt.) ftj *X it -12J 1/2

Initialization:

131 x +x J/2

=L x t25J +x t.13J J/2

Su[25.1=LS't Dj+S°03.1 I/2

at25)=26't25j-Sut2f

bt25j=2IS6(25.1-6"t251)

i(31j=aliDi+htz3.1

Note: by using observations that are 'one year apart,

seasonality is eliminated. This.method is identical to the

Two-Month Linear Moving Average above except that the data used

in this metnod.are yg d one year.
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C. ExplInential smoothiku

Elynteen variations of the single exponential smoothing

teCraliqUe were tried. The first nine variations are based on

shifting the alpha we:_ght from U.1 to U.9 by U.1., The second

nine variations incorporated the shifting alpha weiynt and

employ data that are lagged one year.

1. Single Lxponential Smootniny (tne first nine variations)

F It...* 1 j =F R.} + a ipna (X (t.17F )

wnere alpha steps by U.1 from 0.1 to U.9.

F[2J=X(1.)

F(4.)=X(1) +alpha (ki2J-X(1))

Note: Tne difference between tne last forecast and

observation are yiven different weights in determining the next

forecast. The yap between forecast and observation contributes

the least wnen alpha is U.I and makes a large contribution when

alpha is U.9.

2. Single Exponential Smoothing "(the second nine variations)

F it 41z1=-F ttj +alpha. (X It) -F iti

where alpha steps by 0.1 from U.1 to U.9

23
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11ij 11j

r' (lb) -=.X 111 +alpha (X11_11 X 11j )

Note: 'int data are layged one year to minimize the etteCts

oi- seasonality.

U. brown's one-Parameter Linear Exalnential Smootninq

i
Elytk.ee VciLldtIOU of brOwnIS011ePdriiMetttr Linear

Exponential Smoothiny were tried. The first nine variations "'Le

based un smiting tne alpha weiynt from U.1 to U.9 Dy U.1. he

second nine variations incorporated the shitting weight and

employed data that are layyed one year.

1. brown 's one-Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing

(the first hllit variations)

E it+ lj =a [tj +D ttj

where in = 1

Lit} alpha/ (1-alpna) J (S it) -Sn 1t))

where alpha steps ny U.1 iron U.1 to u.9

a 1tj it} -s"1tj

6"1t) Li.rpna 6\1 1tj + (1-alpna) S" tt -1j

6 itj =alpha X 1tj + (1-alpha) 1t-1)
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S lj =X (1)

S "{ ij z-X (1j

S '/2.) =-:-.1.pna X (2; + (1-alpha) X (1)

S "(2) z--dlpha S' tr..) + (1-alpna) X 11j

a'(1} =25 (2j -s" (2)

(2) zzalpna/ (1- alpha) (5' (2j-S" (2j )

io [3j d t2J +b {2j

Note: brown 's One-Parameter linear Exponential 5 nothing

method is a composite of the Linear Moving Average method and

the Single Exponential Smoothing method. As is true with the

exponential smoothing methods, heavier weights will maKe this

method respond more yuicKly to rapidly fluctuating seasonal

data.

Z. r.r ow ri's one-Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing

(the second nine varia tons)

(t +12J =a (t) +j'( t) m

where mi= 1

b pt..) = (1-alpha) j (S' it) -5" (t) )

where alpha steps by U.1 from U.1 to U.9

a {t. } =zS ' (t} -5" (Li

(t) =alpha (11 + (1-alpha) S" (t-12)



S" tti = alpha X if.) + (1- alpha) it-121

S't1j =X{lj

S"(1.) =X[1.)

S [1.3) =alpha X ilij+ ( 1-alpha ) X 11)

S"1.13.) =alpha 591.13) + (1-alpha) X{1)

a j1ij =ZS' j13.) -5" 0.1.1

b alpha/ (1-alpha) 1 (S -Stot1.3) )

F 125) =a 1.13.)+Dt13j

Note: Every twelrth observation is used to minimize the
effect or seasonality.

E. brown 's ouaciratic Exponential Smoothing.

Eighteen variations of Brown's Quadratic Exponential

Smoothing were tested. The rirst nine variations are eased on

shifting the alpha weight. from U.1 to U.9 by 0.1. The second

nine variations incorporated the shifting weight and employed

data that are ragged one year.

1. brown': Quadratic Exponential Smoothing

(the iiIst nine variations)
F tt+1j =a iti +n ttj m + 1/2 c iti (m squared)

where in = 1
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c it) -=.[. alpha squared/ (1-alpna) squared J

(S' tti -4S" (t) +S'

wnere alpha stepped by 0.1 troll) 0.1 to 0.9

b (t) qa.i.pha/i (1-alpha) squared

(b-5alpha) 5' it' (10-balpha) 5" +

(4-..ialpha)S ' ' 1.(tj

a it.) =JS' 1.t) -is" R.) +S' (tj

5'6 6 1.t.) =alpha S" itj + (1-alpha.) S"' (t -1j

S" S + (1-alpha) S" (t -1j

S ' tr.) =alpha. X tr.) + (1-alpna) S' it-1.1

S"1.1)=-.X

S '" (1) =X

S .1 =alpha X (.2.1+ (1-alpha) X Ill

S" (2.1 =alpha 5' [.j + (1-alpha) .X1.1.)

S {:c..)=a.rpna S" 12) + (1-alpha) X VIT

a (4j thj 1,1,1+5" (2.1

b 12) .7--L alpha /2 (1-alpha) squared

16,-5d:ono s tzi 0-8aipna) sie {21+

(4-3alpha) S" (.2J

c ai.pna squared/ (1-a.ipha) squared I

(S' Uzi -'45" (2) +5 "'

1.3.1 =a (4 +b (2) * 1/2 c {2)
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Note: brown's guadratic method, which is an extension of

linear exponential smoothing, locuses on trends that are more

complex than linear trends. Triple exponential smoothing is

used. As with previous weighting Methods, heavier weights allow

this method to tracK. rapidly fluctuating data.

. brow,n 's Quadratic Exponent:_al Smoothing

(the second nine variations)

ft+ 14.1=a { t} m + b Ct.} +1/2c (t) (m squared)

where fll

C It L alpha squared/ ( 1-alpna) squared I

(s {t) -23" It) +S"' ttj )

n it =[ alpna/2 (1-al.pna) squared ]

[ (o-balpha) S - (10-tialpha) Sn{t} +

(4-3aipha)S itj ]

a {t} =-JS jtj +S ' ' tti

S ''jtj =alpha 3" {t} + (1-alpha) S ' {t.-12}

St, {t} =alpha S tti + (1-alpha) S " {t -12 }'

S ttj =alpha X It) + (1-alpha) S'

S (.1.1 =X

S"tlj

S I (1) =X {1

28
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S'113.1=alpha Xt13J+(1-alpha)Xt1)

S "t 1..31 = alpha 5' jlij + (1-alpha) X (1)

5 " ' t 131 =alpha 5"1.13) + I-alpha) X (1.1

a t1 =is 13) 13) +S [13)

b t1 ij =[ alpha/4 ( 1-alpha) squared

(b-5alpha) 5' t13)°- (10 -t3alpha) S" [13)+

(43a.L.pha) sles 1.13) J

c t1 JJ alpha squared/ (1-alpha) squared

(6' t13) -LS" il3J +5 " 03) )

Fi:25j=allik-4-bt13)+1/2ct131

Note: LvLry twelfth observation was used to minimize the

effects of seasonality.

F. Holt's Two-earameter Linear Exponential Smoothing

Eighteen variations of this method were tried. The first

nine varieu alpha and gamma by 0.4 from U.1 to U.9. The two

parameters toots the values 0.1, U.5, and U.9 consecutively

resulting in nine combinations. The second nine variations

repeated this approach .with data lagged one year.

i. Molt's Two-Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing

(the first nine variations)
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F tt +1 =-S ttj +1) jtj

wnere w = 1

b tt..1 =gamma (S tti -S [t-lj ) + (1-gamma) b {t-1}

S =Clipna X + (1-alpha) (S [t-11 + b

S {1} =X

b (k 1.11) + (X {41-X (..3} ) ]/2

S 12.1 =alpha X 1.21 + (1-alpha)

tii + tx tzi -x tii )+ (4.1 -X (3)) ) /2 ]

{2} =gamma (S Ll )+

(1-gamma) (X-1.2.1 -X (11 )."- (X 1.14) /2

F t.ij 1.2j +t)12.1

Note: nolts..? metnod is ditterent from preceeding methods

because of the necessity of specitying two parameters: alpha

and gamma.

2. Holt is Two-Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing',

(tne seconu nine variations)

itti2j =-6 [tj +p{t} at

where m = 1

b itj =gamma (S Vt. -S it-12 ) + (1-gamma) D it-12)

S =alpha X + (1-aipna) (S (t -12j + D
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S =):

{1 } =(. (13 1 -X (1.1)+ (X (37j -X (.251) ]/2

5 {1 ..1} =alpha X 1.3j +

(1-alpha) L x tij + (x 1.13j -X Ill ) + (X{37.1 -X1.25) )1/2

{13} =gamma (51.13i -X {1} )+

(1-yamata) L (X (.131 -X t1j) + (X [37) -X j25.1) ) /2 J

1 W-4 =6 11.3.1 +.0 (1.3j

Note: The effects of seasonality are controlled by using
data laggeu one year.

G. AditEtive-hesponse-hate Single Exponential Smoothing,

Nine variations of tills metnod were tried. Beta was varied
rront 0 .1 to 0.y by U.1.

F tt+1} = alpha (tj X it) + ( 1-alpha {t}) F (t}

wnere alpha (t) = FE 1.t1 /11 tti

E It) = beta e Vt} + (1-beta) E.: {t -1}

ttj =beta I e tti + (1 -beta) f1 tt-1J

e It) = X 1.t} - F iti

initialization:

F (2.1 =X (1)

e 1.2.) =X (2.1-X(1}

1 =beta X {2.) -X 1.1



Lb

El2j=beta[X[2j-X[1.1)

alpha (1j =beta

F[3j=Deta Xt j + (1-beta) X0)

e = i3.1

mtii=betalX[3.1-E0j1

E =beta (X [31-F [.3.) )

alpha [3 j =beta

F i4J =betaX [31 + (1-beta) F t31

Note: This.metnod requires only the specification of the

beta value. This method is adaptive in the sense that the alpha

value will change when ther__) is a change in the basic pattern of

tne data.

H. Winters' Linear and Seasonal Exponential Smoothing

Winters' method works on the development of three.

equations. Each equation focuses on one aspect ot a pattern in

time-series data: the stationary level, the trend, and the

seasonality ot tne data. Tne values of the parameters were

symmetrically varied from 0.1 to U.7 by 0.1. That is, the

parameters were assigned the same value so that, for example,

alpha = gamma = beta = U.1. Later, other variations were tried

in an effort to achieve lower errors. Table II shows the

32
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specification of the parameters used.

(t+m) = (s (t) + h(t}tl) (t-L+m)

wheroe L, the lag, is one year
(t+1) (Sit) + D (t} ) I (t-12.1

S It) = (alpha (X (till [t-L.) ) ) + ((1- alpha) (s ft-1j +b (t-1) ) )

(t) =;yaulma (6 It) -S (t-1.1) + (1-gamma) ts {t-1}

1 (t) (DtLta (A it) /S (tj ) ) + (1-beta) I {t -L}

Ir,itializatioh:
S (1.3)=X (1..1)

(13) (x I -x (1) ) + (x (14) -x {2} ) + (x (15).-x (3) ) Vic)

1{1)=X (1j/X

(12)=X {1t} /A

where X=sum X (1 to 13.1 /1.3

1.14) =AX tlin 1 t2i

I. A apical Trend Equation

The following method was used as a general purpose--

equation for trend.
F (t+1.1 = 2X It) -X (t-11
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Note: This is not a smoothing equation described by

iaxridaxis dnd Wneelwrignt but is based on our ob8ervation of

tne reducibility of smoothing methods into several generic

equations. see lippehdix 1 for an, exposition of the reducibility

of Smoothing forecasting methods.

RESULTS

The results of this study are presented in Table I through

Table IV.

Analysis of Tables I, ILL 'and III

The first three tables are headed by columns Ior 1. average

percentage error, 2. standard deviation (SD), 3. coefficient of

variation (CV), dnd 4. a minimization of the mean and standard

deviation, nereafter Called average toryS number (tali).

The average percentage error is the percent error in

forecasting atter tne indicated number of runs averaged for all

5U libraries. In other words, all the "libraries are treated as

if they were fifty variations of one library and the tdrecasting

results were averaged for all fifty libraries. .A measure of

variability for this mean is tne.standard deviation (SD). The

coefficient of variation (CV) is the ratio of standard deviation

to the mean. The CV provides a way of comparing the



characteristics of the ditterent methods. The average torys

number (AfN) is an attempt to provide in one numner an index of

the size or both the mean error and standard deviation. A good

torecasting metnod would minimize both or tnese. The

Pytnagorean theorem provides a method for doing this., The

Pytnagorean theorem states tnat the square on tue hypotenuse of

a right triangle equals the sum of the Squares on the other

sides. The application or tnis tneorem to create tne AFN is

based on our tollowi3g observation. If the average percent

error were graphed on one axis and the corresponding standard

deviation were graphed on the other axis, each forecasting

metnod could be represented ray a plotted point. The single best,

method would be represented by that point closest to the origin

of the axes. Tile distance any'point is from the origin or the

axes is the length of the hypothenuse on the graph created by

the distances Iron tne origin of the mean and standard

deviation. Tne AFN permits tne forecasting metnods to De

compared. Tne most efficient forecasting method would minimize

Dotn its. average percentage error and its standard deviation and

thus nave the smallest AFN.

Table I presents tne results of running the smoothihg

forecasting methods on the monthly data provided by the fifty

libraries. The results are reported atter the torty-seventh run

through the data so as to facilitate comparison. among the
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methods winters' method absorbed 13 data point- rot

initialization).

Several methods are distinguished in this group with low

AFN's. They are:' Uhe-Month Moving Average, all or the Single

Exponentlai Smootniny Methods, and the Adaptive-Response-Rate.

Single Exponential Smoothing (beta = 0.99).; As a group the

average AIN tor the forecasting methods is 4b.L9. It would

appear that simpler forecasting methods have the greater success

with monthly data. A real assessment, however, must be made

against methods that can handle the seasonality of library data -,

such as Winters' method.

Table II presents the results of running Winters' method on

the monti:ly dida supplied by the 50 libraries. The average AIN

for Winters' method is 13.33 WhiCh 1.S much smaller than the

average AIN ror the smootbiny rorecasting methods on monthly

data. In tact, the airrerence in mean AIN is statistically

significant (t = i4. 1%, p = U.UUOU). It is clear that winters'

method minimizes AIN with monthly data. Winters' method takes

seasonality into account and therefore outperforms the other

smoothing methods with monthly data.

,

Table presents the results or running the smoothing

forecasting methods on the yearly-lagged data for the SU

libraries. The AFN's seem very much smaller. The average AFN

for Table III is 10.b3. This is significantly smaller than the

:



average ,FN for Table I (t = 27.16, p = U.0000) and also

significantly smaller tnan tne average AFN for Table Ii (t =

3.3U, p = U.0036).

It is clear tnut smootning forecasting methods pertorm much

better on yearly-lagged data. The reason is that the-

yearly -layg d data removes the seasonality from the time series.

The de-seasonaiized data doesn't stay at the same level each

year but remains steady enough for the smoothing methods to do a

much better tracKing job tnan the smoothing methods do on

strongly seasonal data.-

The Two-Month Linear Moving Average has the smallest AFN

and may be regarded as the best smoothing torecasting method on.

the average. It must be emphasized that in Tables l-to II1 that

the results are averaged across the 50 libraries for each run.

No one particular library can expect to nave or did have 3.27

AFN. This AFN is an average for the fifty libraries.

It is premature to conclude that.the Two-Month Linear

Moving Average Snoula be recommended for all libraries. There

is a need to evaluate the, many fluctuations of the mean percent

error and standard deviation values that occurred. during the

many forecasts made tor each_method. Before we recommend any

forecasting metnou, we want.to-inyestigate the behavior of each

method throughout all its forecasts. For an appreciation of the

variability of forecasts other calculations are needed that
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accummulate torecast:Lng errors through the forecasting cycle for

each metnou. Tnis would give a better picture of the ability of

the metnous to perrorm with indlidual libraries.

Analysis of Table IV.

Table IV presents a comparison of tne forecasting .tenods

with yearly-lagged uata. New comparison calculations hate been

used: 1. tne average Mean Squared Error (MSE) , 2. tne average

Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) , 3. the average Mean

Percentage ErrOr (MPL), 4. tne average Standard Deviation (SD),

and b. tne Average forys Number (AFN).

Maxriaaxis and wneelwriyht detine these averages in the

tollowing way (p.b8889):

Mean Squared Error_JMSE).

The mean squared error is a measureot accuracy computed by'

squaring the individual error for each item in a data set and

then tinuiny tne average or mean value of the sum 61 of those

squares. Tne mean squared error gives greater weight to large

errors than to small errors because the errors are squared

before being summed.

Mean A bSOIUte eercentage 4rror_AMAPE),

The mean absolute percentage error is the mean or average

of tne sum of all of the percentage errors. tot a given data set
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taxes without regard to sign. (That is, their absolute values

are summed ahU the average computed.) It is one measure ot

accuracy-commonly used in quantitative methods ot torecasting.

Mean Percentage trtor (MPEL

Tne mean percentage error is the average ot all ot the

percentage uLLOES 101 a given data set. This average allows

positive and negative percentage errors to cancel one another..

because of Lhis, it is sometimes used as a measure ot bias in

the application of a rorecasting method.

Table IV is unique in giving inrormation about the

variability in forecasting errors for each torecasting method.

Tne three averages defined above were cumulated throughout the

le_ecastiny series tor each library for each method and then an

average wasrouna. The average ot these averages across fifty

libraries is presented.in Table IV. This table consequently

presents average errors, standard deviatibns, and AFN's that a

librarian may expect to find it ne were to use any of these

methods to forecast his own library's circulation data

An analysis of Tduie IV leads to the tollowing ran King 01.

smootning foreCastiny metnOdS with yearly-lagged data:

1) One -Month Single Moving Average

This ranKs fit t because-it had the smallest AFN, the
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smallest average MsL, .tne second smallest NAPE, and tne second

smallest Mei:. It we quantify this performance and give a score

ot one tor naving the smallest mean, a two for having the second

smallest wean, etc., tnen this method has a comparative rank

score or 1 + 1 r + t = b.

2) brown's one-Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing (alpha =

0.5)

MIS metnoct ranks second because it had tne second smallest

average MSE, the second smallest average. AFN, and-the third

smallest average MAPE and tourtn smallest MME. This metnod has

a comparative rank score ot 2 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 11.

3) Single Exponential Smootning (alpha r- U.99)

This wethod ranxs third because it had the smallest average'

.TAPE', tne third smallest average AFN and MSE, and the sixth

smallest average MPE. Thus this method'has a comparative rank

score ot 1 + 3 + 3 + b = 13.

4) brown's vuadratic Exponential (alpha = U.3)

This method ranks tourth because it had the tourth largest

MSE, MAPE and AFN anu ttrd fifth lafgest MPL. Thus its

comparative LaRK score ls 4 + 4 + 4 + 5 = 17.

5) dolt's Two-Pa. .weLer Linear Exponential Smoothing = U.9, g

= U.5)

Tnis metnod rant.s tittn because it scored tittn on average

AFN, MSE, and MkPE. It ranxed third with MPE. Thus its

0
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comparative rank score is 5 + 5 + 5 + 3 = 18.

b) Two-Month Linear [loving Average

Tnis metiwa ranks sixth as it had tne seventh largest 8S.2,

NAPE, AFN but the smallest MeE. Thus its comparative runic score

is 7 7 + 7 + 1 = 227

7) Adaptive:-hesponse-Rate Single Exponential Smoothing (beta =

0.99)

This iethv finks last because it had the sixth highest

mean scorch 101 the averages calculated except Nei; 'there it

ranKeU lost. Thus its comparative rank score 1s 'b + o + b + 7 =.

25.
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TABLE I

hESULTS OF USING MONTHLY DATA

Average %
-Error after
47 buns SD

Single Moving Averages

CV AFN*

One-Month 16.04 45.82 2.22 39.06.
Two-Month 20.08 38.53 1.92 43.45
Tnree-Montn 22.77 36.16 1.59 42.73
Four-Month 25.13 34.98 1.39 43.07

Linear Moving Averages
TWO-MOlith 11.65 55.18 4.73 56.40
Three-Month 14.07 52.46 3.73 54.31
FOur-Month 18.81 46.65 2.48 50.30

Single Exponential Smoothing
alpna = U.1 22.97 21.11 1.45 38.67'
alpha = u.i 23.61 31.83 1.37 39.31
alpha = 0.i 22.67 32.4' 1.43 39.54
alpha = 0.4 21.72 33.05 1.52 39.55
alpha = U.S 20.62 33.76 1.64 39.56
alpha = 0.6 19.51 34.45 1.77 39.59
alpha = u.7 18.42 35.02 1.90 39.57
alpha = U.8 17.37 35.45 2.04 39.48
alpha = 0.9 16.38 35./1 2.18 39.29
alpha = 0.99 15.52 35.83 2.31 39.05

brown's One-Parameter Linear Exponential lothiny
alpha = 0.1 24.27 33.55 1.34 41.41
alpha = 0-4 22.64 33.9b 1.50 40.81
alpha = U.3 20.20 3b.22 1.79 41.47
aipna = U. 17.5U 39.05 2.23 42.79
alpha = 0.5,
alpna = 0.6

15.04 41.65
12.b7 43.51

2.77
3.38

44.28
45.37

dlpna = 0.7 10.93 44.60 4.08 45.92
alpha = 0.8 9.22 45.2b 4.91 48.19
alpha = 0.9 7.65 45.96 6.01 4b.59
alpha = 0.99 6.28 47..02 7.48 47.44

*An explanation of these abbreviations used in Tables
through Ill is ciiven in the hesults section.



br'own's
alpha =
alpha =
alpha =
alpha =
alpha =
alpha =
alpha =
alpha =
alpha =
alpha =

TABLE 1 (Con't.)

Quadratic Exponential Smoothing
u.I 23.61 33.53 . 1.42
U.1 20.65 36.76 1.78
U.3 16.13 42.09- 2.61
0.4 12.27 47.13 3.84
0.5 9.97 49.06 4.92
U.6 b.75 52.25 7.74
0.1 4.58 54.01 11.79
u.o 2.68 57.49 21.44
U.9 0.78 63.89 81.42
U.99 -1.2b 72.66 -57.66

bolt's Two-Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing
.alpha = U.1 ydMilla = 0.1
c

'

alpha = U.1 gamwa = 0.5.
alpha = U.1 yamma = U.9.
alpha = U.5 gamma = U.1
alpha = U.5 gamma = 0.5
alpha = U.5 gamma = 0.9
alpha = U.9 gamma = u.1
alpha .= 0.9 gamma =-0.5
alpha = U.9 gamma = U..9
alpha = U.99 gamma = U.99

bb.Z.1; 66.89 ''1,.01

32.74 45.18 1.38
28.21 39.21 1.a9
27.66 37.34 1.35
18.11 41.65 2.30
15.41 51.01 3.31
19.34 i8.09 1.97
11.82 44.20 3.74
8.27 47.26 5.71
6.38 47.13 7.39

Adaptive-Response-Rate Single Exponential Smoothing
beta = U.1 27.59 32.56 1.18
beta = U.4 25.35 33.71 1.33
beta = U...1 22.17 34.8U 1.57
beta = U.4 21.15 36.37 1.72
beta = 0.5 20.05 47.89 1.89
beta = 0.6 18..41 38.b7 2.19
beta = U.7 17.06 38.38 2.25
beta = p.b 16.19 37.88 2.34
beta = O.9 15.81 37.16 2.35
beta = U.99 15.84 35.95 2.2.7

Trenu Equation 6.13 47.18 7.69

41.01
4206.
45.07
48.70
50.06
52.65
54.20
57.55
63.89
72.67

94.13
55.8U
48.30
46.47
45.42
53.29
42.72
45.75
47.98
47.56

42.b8
42.18
41.26
42.07
42.87
42.83
42.00
41.19
40.38
39.29

47.58
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TAbbT, II

WINTER'S METHOD ON

Average %
Errors Aiter
4i Runs

MONTHLY

SD

DATA

CV

Coetficients = U.1* b.U2 10.3o 1.72 11.98
0.2 b.22 11.24 1.81, 12.85
U.3 5.82. 10.42 1.79
u.4 1.98 14.52 7.35 14.b5
U.5 3.b1 12.15 3.36 12.b7
0.0 3.7b 11.04 3.15 12.42
0.7 4.37 12.28 2.81 13.04

u.7 0.5 U.!-** 4.bb 11.58 2.49 12.48
U.9 4.02 17.31 3.75 17.92 .

*Each of the three parameters took this value
(i.e., alpha = U.1, beta = 0.1, gamma .= U.1)

**The three parameters Look these three values
(i.e., alpha = U.7, beta =.0.5, gamma = 0.5)
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TABLE 11.I

RESULTS Of USING YEARLY-LAGGED DATA

J .Number Average %
or Runs Error atter

Last Run

Single Moving Averages ,

Une-month . 4 5.47
Iwo-Month 3 7.88
Three-Month 2 12.75

SD

7.40
b.09
7.10'

CV

1.35.
0.77
0.56

AFN

9.20.
.,.,

996.

14.59

Two-Month Linear Moving Average
2 2.33 2.29 0.98 3.27

Single Exponential Smoothing
alpha = U.1 3 11.20 9..35 U.63 14.59
alpne. = 0.2 3 10.60 8.04 0.03- 13.80
alpha = 0.3 3 10.01 8.35 0.83 13.04
alpha = 0.4 3 9.44 7.88 U.83 12.30
alpha = 0.5 3 o.91 7.46 0.84 11.62
alpna = 0.6 3 8.42 7.10 0.84 11.01
alpha = 0.7 J 7.98' b.83 0.8b 10.50
alpha = 0.o 3 7.61 8.64 0.87 10.10
alpha = 0.9 3 7.32 6.57 0.90 9.84
alpha = U.99 3 '7.13 6.61 0.93 9.72

brown's One-Parameter
alpha = U.1 3 10.60 8.84 U.83 13.80
alpna = 0.2 3 9.41 7.84 0.83 12.25
alpna = 0.3 3 8.27 6.93 0.84
alpha = U.4 7.23 6.16 0.85 9.50
alpha = 0.5' 6.33 5.o2 0.89 8.46
alpna = 0.6 3 5.02 5.38 0.95 7.77.
alpha = -5.15 5.42 1.05 7.48
alpha = 0.6 4.9b 5.86 1.18 7.68
alpna = 0.9 5.09 0.09 1.31 8.41
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TABLE IV

CUMPARISuN OF YEARLY-LAGGED DATA METHODS

Number Averdye Avereye Average Average
of buns 1 61; MATE MPE SD

Single Moviny.Averayes

Average
AFN*

une77-Month 4 1382.61 20.38 5.47 34.79 35.56
Two-montn 3, 1619.58 22.40 7.66' 40.97 41.99
Three-Month 2 . 4130.92 27.06 12.75 59.00.. 60.53
Four -Month 1 6119.51 33.3o 22.51 87.25 90.11

Two Month Linear Moviny Average
3974.00 29.18 2.33 57.17 57.25

Single Exponential owoothing
alpha=0.1 3 5488.67 34.69 11.20 6/.59 88.66
alpha=0.2 3 4435.10 31.02 10.60 61.13 b2.22
alpha=0.3 3 3690.47 28.13 10.01 55.35 515.43
dlpna=0.4 3 2925.95 25.67 9.44 50.25 51.33
alphd=0.5 3 2418.51 23.99 8.91 45.84 46.93
alpna=0.6 3 2039.48 22.46 8.42 42.18 43.26
alpad=0.7 3 1774.04 21.26 7.90 39.28 40.35
alpha=0.8 3 1601.59 20.35 7.61 37.1b 38.22
alpna=0.9 3 1507.04 19.73 7.32 35.85 36.89
alpnd;-0.99 3 1480.08 19.55 7.13 35.39 36.43

brown's Une-Parametei Linear Exponential Swoothing
dlpftd=0.1 3 4422.40 30.87 10.60 61.04 62.13
alpha=0.2 3 2893.64 25.51 9.41 50.00 51.08
alpha=0.3 3 1994.00 22.31 8.27 41.84. 42.89
dipna=0.4 3 1559.61 20.86 7.23 37.00 37.96
alpha=0.5 3 1448.90 20.4b 6.33 35.53 36.33
alpna=0.8 3 1536.76 21.15 5.62 36.72 37.38
alpna=0.7 3 1734.28 23.64. 5.15 39.48 40.09
alpha=0.8 -.1 1993.57 25.54 4.96 42.98 43.62
aiphd=0.9 3 2367.14 27.32 5.09 47.21 46.00

*These anDrevidtions are explained in the -Results section.



brown's Quadratic

TABLE I.V (Con't.)

Exponential Smoothing
1pha=0.1 3 .1583.30 27.81 10.00 55:14 58.23

.alpna=0.2 3 2002.27 22.49 8.23 41.94 42.98.
alpna=0.3 3 1536.18 21.27 6.82 3b.80 37.b2
alpha=0.4 3 1725:92 23.14 5.27 39.16 39.68
alpna=0.5 3 2210.21 26.60 4.30 45.00 46.59 .

alpha=0.8
alpha=0.7

3

3

2747.07
3346.61

29.55
32.49

3.83
3.96

51.20
56.88

51.57
57.41

alpria=U.6 3 4495.1'b 35.95 4.82 65.06 65,9b
alpna=0.9 3 /4/U.88 44.74. b.51 84.95 86.08

nolt!s Two-Parmeter Linear Exponential Smoothing
a=U.1 9=0.1 3 11635.48 39.79" 14.5U 91.44 92.72
a=0.1 g =U.b 0J 10497.98 38.88 13.9b 81.80 89.05
a=0.1 y=U.9 3 9424.95 38.07 13.43 84.24 85.46
a=0.5 g=0.1 3 4462.94 31.34 10.39 t1.40 62.48
a=0.5 y=0.5 3 2735.62 28.57 8.25 50.12 51.05
a=0.5 y=0.9 3 2240.84 2b.81 8,38 45.75 48.38
a=0.9 9=0.1 3 2336.46 26.71 7.9U 44.72 45.71
a=0.9 g=0.5 J 1994.41 _:.48 5.65 41.72 42.4U
a-7.0.9 y=0.9 3 2434.8o 28.02 4.b4 47.b9 48.23
a-7-0.99 g=0.99 3 2920.97 1.9.88 5.45. 52.55 53.50

Adaptive-Response-Fate Single Exponential Smoothing
beta = 0.1 1 4694.90 30.90 20.68 66.78 69.96
beta = U.2 1 4456.54 3 ..t.s 20.21 63.64 68.77
beta = 0.3 1 4088.80 2.01 19.51 60.89 83.94
beta = 0.4 1 35'.:J9.20 28.54 18.80 57.04 59.99
beta = 0.5 1 3170.65 27.-11 17.86 53.48 50.38
beta = 0.8 1 2819.02 2!_j9 17.38 . 50.17 53.09
beta = 0.7 1 .t47.08 '..42 16.84 47.58 50.47
beta = 0.8 1 :4376.:.? .U9 16.39 45.91 48.75
beta = U.9 1 22.i.04 20.19 16.34 45.07 47.94
beta = 0.99 1 .202.9d 26.20 10.32 44.08 47.57

Trenu Eguation
3 3051.61 JU.4.L 5.60 53.79. 54.79



CONCLUSION

This study nas attempted to assess smoothing torecasting

methoas as eiticientpredictors of academic library statistics.

atter examining the results of this study, we would like to make

tne following points:

1) we don't recommena tne application 0.1 smoothing torecasting

methods on monthly library circulation totals. The data, as

exnibiteu in the plots or Appendix 3, are simply tar too

seasonal for smootning methods to model them-accurately. This

conclusion is in accord with other assessments or these methods,

i.e., makriaakis and Wneelwrignt (1978, p.b9) wno comment on

inability of sWOothiny methods to handle seasonal data. As

revealed in Table II, a metnod like Winters' wnich takes

seasonality into account does a-better forecasting job. but we

recommend none or these methods for montnly data. However, it a

libvat:ian were to employ smoothing forecasting methods then we

would utye him to use Winters' Linear and Seasonal Exponential

Snoothlay. This method, however, is relatively complicated and

aiot or data in initialization.

2) we urge the use or smoothing torecasting methods on

yearly. - Lagged data. As had been snown, Table III's AFN scores

are signit_Lcantly smaller than either Tables I and II AFN's.
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but Defore deciding which smoothing forecasting metnod to use

with yearly-lagged uata, we investigated the variability of

errors that a librarian might expect to find with his library's

data. Table IV revealed that the Une-Month Moving Average and

brown's One-rarameter Linear Exponential Smoothing (alpna = 0.5)

were tne two nest methods to use on yearly-lagged library

circulation totals.

3) We urge academic librarians to regard a plot of monthly

circulation data lagged one year and make the following

decision: if their Udt-d don't show trend across several years,

then. use tne Une-Month Moving Average method for predicting

future totals. it, on the other hand, their data do trend up or

down acrossiseveral years, then we urge the use of brown's

One-Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing (alpha = U.b).

The implications of these recommendations are that with

trendless or nearly trendless yearly - lagged data, the best

predictor ut a uonth next year is the that month's total this

year. with trending yearly-lagged data, thebest predictor is a

method tnat swootns several previous yearly-lagged observations

together as a trend adjustMent.

our reeling is that more research needs to be done on tne

pre-analysis Stage or forecasting. by examining' their nata

before forecasting, academic librarians may De able to select

5 0



the most appropriate forecasting method'. We believe that

improvea forecasts will be the result.
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AyPENDIA 1

rine Letter of Inquiry

In September we began a. research project whose aim is to

find tne most effective method of predicting future circulation

.1.Vels of academic libraries based on past circulation data. We

are writing to you as part of our collection pnase; we are

looking for academic libraries that would have approximately

five years' wortn or montniy circulation counts available for

analysis in OUT study.

Our intent is to collect data from about 5U academic

libraries in the Midwest. Each library would contribute five

years' wortn. of monthly total circulation counts.(i.e., oU

consecutive monthly total circulation counts). Each time series

tnus collected from eacn library would tnen be analyzed with an

interactive forecastiny software package called SIBYL/RUNNER

that is 'al/all:dale for research use on a Hewlett Packard 2000

compUter here at the University of Iowa. From the output

produced by SIBYL/RUNNER we will be able to determine which of

24 extrapolative time-series methods would be able to model each

library's uata and make the most effective forecasts. Our study

of dCddw1C library circulation statistics follows in the

tradition or otner more general forecasting stuules, e.y. "The
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Accuracy of Excrap ulation Crime Series) Methods: Results of a

forecastiny Competition" by Spyros Makridakis, et al. Journal

of Forecasting, v.1, payes 111-153, 1982. This study has

pioneered extrapolative techniques .in yeneral; we believe we

will De the tirst to apply them to academic library circulation

counts.

Can you send us about rive years' worth of your total

monthly. circulation counts': Any consecutive sequence of 6U

months in the recent past will do. We know that libraries

collect ditteriny statistics and call them different names..

These ditterences will not attect our study tor we don't intend

to compare the counts iron library to library. Instead we want

to study tne pertormance of the '24 torecasting methods on many

ditterent sets of C1ECUldt1011 data;

An example of the type of data we are looking for would be

tne annual statistical .summary many libraries compile yiving the

total circulation of the main and any branch libraries for each

month of tne preceeding year. A photocopy of sucn an annual

statistical summary wound suit our purposes very well.

Tne con tribution'ot your librafy's total monthly counts are

impottant to our study and we would like to thank you now for

every eitort you expend on our behalf.
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APPENDIX

Th ot Smoothing Forecasting. Methods

Smoothing forecasting' methods form a family of methods

that, when coefficients are set to 1, reduce down to two simple

formulas:

The First Formula:

= Alt}

and wnen m = 1

Flt+1J = Xjtj

This is equivaient to saying that a future observation in a

time series will be like its immediate predecessor.

The Second Formula:

Ftt+mj = Xttj + (Att.' - Xtt-1J)m

and when m = 1

F + 1 ) = X ttj (X ttl _ X tt-1)4

OE

rjt +1j = Xtt-lj

This is eguival.tnt to saying that a future observation in a

time series will be like its immediate predecessor plus the

ditterence observed in tne time series between the last two

observations.

AS is illustrated DelOW, smoothing forecasting methods
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degeneratt.1 into either of these two formulas when coetticients
are Set to 1.
Single Exponential Smoothing

F (t+ = alpha X + .( 1-alpha) iti
when alpha = 1

(t.+1) = X itj

brown's une-rarameter Linear Exponential Smootning,

S {t} = alpha A itj t (1-alpha) S

wrier' alpha =

ttj = X ttj

5" (t} = alpha Slit.' (1- alpha)

when alpha z- 1

S" (t} ft)

Thereiore jtj = it} = x it)

a ttj = ZX jtj - X jtj

a ttj = X itj

L.) itj = 1/u (A it) X jt.J)

t)(ti = U

E (t+mi = a it.)

wnen m = 1 and since a itj = X t_tj

F It+ 1 j z- x jtj

s" tt--ij



5b

biown's k,uadratic tx ponential SmoothIn4

S (tj = alphaX (tj 4 ( 1-alpha) S' (t-11

S" (14 = alpha S 2 itj (1-alpha) S"

S '" tti = alpha S" tti 4- (1-alpha) SP' tt-1}

wheh alpha =,

(1.} = S" It} = SI "tt) = X

a (t) = 3S' (ti is" tt l + S'" (ti

wuich redlICe.6 to

a (tj = A (tj

D ttj = l alpha /i. (1-alpha) syuarea j

I (o-5 alpha) SI ttj - (10-8 alpha) Slit +

(4-3 alpha) a 113 ttj

when alpha

D It j = U

C ttj = L capna squared/ ( 1-alpria) squared J

(5' (t) -zs" { + 5'" it) )

wheh alpha =

it j U

tt +mj -= X Itj

When m .=

it.+11=:c ttj
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Holt Tao-Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing

S ttj = alpha x ttj

when alpha =

+ (1-alpha) (S tt-1j + o ft-11)

S ttj = X it}

{t} = gamma (S ttj -S tt-11) + (1-gamma) b tt-1j

Whell yamwa = 1

ttj = S tt.j tt-1}

or

It) = X tt j - X tt -1 j

F it +kJ = 5(t) + b Ct.) w

wnen

E it 4 lj = LX it X tt-1}

Aaaptive-heskone-}ate Single Exponential Smoothing

tt+1j alpha ttj X ttj + (1-alpha. ttj) ttj
alpha tt+1) = I MP' tti
E ttj = beta e ttj + (1 -beta) E {t-1}

tt z- beta lett} I + (1-beta)ritt-1)
e jtj = X ttj Ct.}

wnen beta = 1

Itj = e ttj

1 it} = I ettj

therefore

alpha tt+1J = 1
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